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Earlier this month I had the privilege to interview 
Canadian author Sean Michaels whose 2014 
Giller Prize novel Us Conductors is the 

inspiration behind a concert billed as “Conducting 
the Ether” which will be presented by Open Ears and 
the Perimeter Institute on June 2nd at 8:00 pm at the 
Lazaridis Theatre of the Ideas.   This concert draws 
its thrills from the electric ether with remarkable 
new and older works for chamber ensemble.   Sean 
Michaels will be present at the concert to read from 
Us Conductors which sets the scene for the 1928 
beginnings of the theremin – the world’s first motion 
sensor music instrument.   The program begins with 
Martinů’s seminal work for theremin and chamber 
ensemble (1944) and extends to a new work for karlax 
– a new motion sensor instrument designed by Da Fact 
(Paris, France) and performed by D Andrew Stewart.   
Since her debut with the Berlin Philharmonic, Carolina 
Eyck has established herself internationally as the 
foremost theremin virtuoso.  Her stunning technique 
will be featured in several works including a new work 
by Omar Daniel involving Nicola Tesla’s high voltage coil invented in 1891.     The 
concert also joins the Penderecki String Quartet with oboist James Mason, pianist 
Gregory Oh, and bassist Ian Whitman.  Here below is the interview with Sean Michaels.

Jeremy Bell:  First of all many congratulations on Us Conductors.   It is a magnificent 
read and instantly it made me want to do a concert of chamber works with theremin and 
have you be present.   I’m still pinching myself that this show is actually coming together 
and that you are coming to Waterloo!

Sean Michaels: I’m thrilled to be part of this one-of-a-kind evening in Waterloo - 
such exceptional music with such extraordinary performers. One of my goals with Us 
Conductors was to introduce readers to the theremin’s capacity for beauty. I think this 
will be in full display on June 2nd.

JB:   In your novel, we read about how in 1929 the theremin was taken on by the RCA 
company and that RCA spent a great deal of time and money promoting the instrument 
across America.  Their hope was the theremin would become a household instrument.  And 
while, as you write “families listened bewilderedly to the radio, RCA’s plan was failing.   
America was enamoured with [the theremin]: it festooned small-town newspapers, drew 
crowds….Yet the people were too busy worrying about their wages….this [theremin] 
was too elaborate a contraption”.   And now nearly 100 years since its invention, there 
seems to be a renewed interest in the theremin, enabling virtuosi like Carolina Eyck to 

play 100 concerts a year all over Europe and beyond.   Why do you think the theremin 
has become so appealing recently?

SM:  In the 1920s, the world seemed full of possibility – music, electricity, new ways 
of governing. But the 20th Century didn’t go the way anyone hoped. In a way, I think 
our renewed curiosity about the theremin can be traced to the bittersweetness of that 
discovery. It’s an invention from the past that seems suited to the future – an artifact from 
a time when we believed the promise of a better tomorrow.

JB:  There is a wonderful passage in your novel that describes a defining feature of the 
theremin.  With other instruments like the violin, piano, or trumpet, there is a physical 
connection with a body of an instrument.   However, you write, “The theremin player is 
loose, untied.  There is no tether.  So how do you find the note?  How do you find a chord 
when there is nothing to touch but air?”   This made me think a lot about the ethereal 
nature of the theremin and the magical presence it has.   And this was probably the most 
astonishing thing about it in the 1930’s.   But now we have all kinds of motion sensor 
musical instruments – we will hear Andrew Stewart perform on the ‘karlax’ invention on 

the June 2nd concert for example.   Do you think the theremin has become the classical 
instrument of the untethered world?  Has it lost some of its magic in the context of all the 
sophisticated motion sensor technology we have today?   

SM:  Whenever I see an amateur attempt to play a theremin, its untetheredness remains the 
hardest thing for them to wrap their mind around. We are accustomed to instruments that 
make obvious noises – according to what keys we press, or strings we pluck. Although 
there are other inventions now that are just as untethered, we’re still not accustomed to 
finding such a simple device – a musical instrument, with but one function – that relies 
on this unobvious logic.

JB:  As you know we have super-star thereminist Carolina Eyck coming from Germany 
to perform on this concert.   What is it about Carolina’s playing that you find distinguishes 
her as perhaps the pre-eminent theremin player on the scene today?

SM:  Carolina’s theremin performances are not just eerie, or exacting. They are musical, 
touched, full of spirit. 

JB: My wife and I love opening the weekend Globe and Mail and reading your 
“Heartbeats” column in the Arts section where you review and recommend a wildly 
eclectic range of music to listen to.   This must be a blast for you to research.  What is 
your process like?

SM:  I try to be as curious as I can, paying attention to every new sound that comes across 
my ears. Discovering new (old) things can be such a pleasure, a world slowly unveiling.

JB: Martinů and Varèse were among the more well-known early composers for the 
theremin.   And the Stones, Led Zepellin, and more recently Clara Venice have been 
enjoying the theremin in their music.   Do you have any “Sean’s Pics” for the theremin 
we should know about?

SM:  My favourite theremin pieces are by Clara Rockmore (of course), 
and in fact also Carolina Eyck’s recordings with pianist Christopher 
Tarnow. 

JB:  I can’t help to ask this next question!  What is it like to see your 
novel in every book store across the country and beyond?   And of 
course your many fans (like me!!) are eager to see your next opus hit 
the shelves.   Any hints as what we can expect from you in the future?

SM:  Seeing your book out and about, around the world, is an utter 
bewilderment. And a privilege! I still can’t really believe it, and I’m 
trying to put all that worldliness aside as I begin work on a second 
book. For a long time yet it will exist only in my own word processor, 
sentences coming together and apart. All I will say is that it is not a 
musical book, and it takes place today.
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Tickets for June 2: PI: (519) 883-4480  / https://www.perimeterinstitute.ca/outreach/arts-and-culture/pushing-perimeter
Tickets for all other OE, QF, & KWCMS concerts: Open Ears: 519-578-1570 / http://openears.ca • QuartetFest & KWCMS: 519-886-1673 / www.k-wcms.com


